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 During the twelfth month of 2021 I taught two classes each week at Highland Park, 

finishing a study of the book of Hebrews on Sunday nights, and continuing the study of Acts on 

Wednesday afternoons. I have enjoyed both these studies, both in the actual teaching and also in 

preparing the materials for the study. I am continuing to write the remaining lessons on Acts as 

we enter the second half of that book. 

 Conditions in Bangladesh and Nepal regarding Covid are much like they are here in the 

U.S. Numbers of cases are once again increasing, with Delta continuing to be the primary 

variant. A few cases of Omicron have been recorded in Nepal, but none so far in Bangladesh, at 

least to my knowledge. Churches continue to meet on Sundays, and preachers are working with 

proper caution.  

 Jibanta Chakma, a preacher in Khagrachari district and graduate of Khulna Bible College, 

reports that one congregation with which he works has completed construction on a new church 

building, save for installing a door and windows. This project was funded almost completely by 

themselves. Another congregation, West Nandanpur, in the Northwest part of the country, has 

also finished their building, again almost all the funds coming from themselves. Lal Kross Baum, 

in Bandarban district (extreme south-east) reports that his home congregation has also finished 

their building. We rejoice and thank God for these signs of maturing and growth in his Church in 

Bangladesh. 

 I was able to write and send the final issues of "Stirrings" to Bangladesh and Nepal 

during the month. This is the small paper which I began in January 2021. It is designed to teach, 

encourage, and motivate Christian leaders and workers. I have managed to interact regularly with 

South Asian preachers and other Christians through Stirrings, regular Zoom meetings, monthly 

webinars (in Nepal), and of course through email. These various technologies have greatly 

increased my ability to continue to be actively involved with churches and Christians on the 

other side of the world. I give thanks to God for those blessings.  

 Speaking of technologies and the opportunities they provide, in December Bangladesh - 

Nepal Missions activated on-line giving through our missions web page. One may now log onto 

the Highland Park site (<highlandpark.com>), select "missions" from the menu at the top of the 

page, then scroll down to the bottom of the missions page to find the link to on-line giving. 

However you choose to give, and however much and often, we are deeply grateful. 

 Though I am happy for these ways to maintain my involvement with the souls in those 

countries while I cannot travel there, I pray for the opportunity to return to South Asia in person 

in the near future. These recent surges in Covid numbers and the appearance of new variants 

continue to hinder those plans. God is able to overcome all obstacles and I feel confident that he 

will provide a way when the time is right. Please join me in prayer that this may occur quickly. 

 The fall, 2021 semester of Khulna Bible College ended Tuesday December 21 with 

students and staff beginning their winter break.  The Spring 2022 semester will begin Monday 



January 12. After two years of interruptions and delays due to the Covid pandemic the college is 

finally back on its normal annual schedule. We pray that there will be no more such delays in the 

future. 
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